LESS RISK
INTEGRATED PAYMENTS.
Mr & Mrs Smith is a travel publisher and online
hotel booking service specialising in small,
boutique luxury hotels.
The Challenge

The eNett Solution

The company previously used corporate credit cards
as their supplier payment option. However, providing
the same card details to a large number of third-party
suppliers carried a high risk of fraud and misuse, with
cards often reaching their maximum payment threshold
due to the volume of transactions being processed.

To solve this issue, Mr & Mrs Smith turned to eNett. eNett
provides a unique, single-use, Virtual Account Number
(VAN) with an exact transaction value and future activation
date for each supplier payment. eNett also integrates the
VANs into the company’s existing booking system via
eNett’s API.

Results
By switching to eNett, Mr & Mrs Smith has improved
security with single-use card numbers and earns a
rebate on every transaction, meaning that company
cards no longer exceed their limits.
Based on the success it experienced with eNett, Mr &
Mrs Smith increased its business with eNett by 75%
from 2013 to 2014.

eNett VANs reduced the financial risk
associated with online transactions by
allowing us to issue virtual cards for an
exact transaction value, and include a future
activation date. Our transition to eNett has
been exceedingly positive for our underlying
business.
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Tamara Heber-Percy

Co-Founder, Mr & Mrs Smith

If you would like more information on how VANs can help your business visit:
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www.enett.com
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